Ethical improvements still leave one
challenge in meeting demand. According
to Rocky Rhodes, formerly a roaster who
now teaches Q-grade certification courses, “You have to take what you get—big,
small, if some shows slight insect damage.” The problem with that is simple to
understand: Less uniformity in collected
beans increases the likelihood of flavor
flaws once roasted. Despite the possibility of quality problems, some free-range
kopi luwak has been earning high ratings
from popular coffee critics. But, is it worthy of the obsessive attention that Jack
Nicholson’s character in the 2007 film
“The Bucket List” gave it?

Civets, jacú, and elephants… Oh my!

Andrew Hetzel, Founder of Cafemakers LLC and Coffee Quality Institute licensed
Q Grader and Assistant Instructor

The addition of
elephants to the list
of animals used in
processing coffee
has drawn mixed
reactions

Mario Fernandez-Alduenda, coffee consultant pursing a PhD in food science

Coffees drying on a sun deck. The darkest are dried natural cherry pods. The medium brown on raised beds are pulped natural coffees
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In the 21st century, those wanting to
explore the novelty of fecal coffee have
choices. Birds in Brazil, barking deer in
Indonesia, coatimundi in Peru, and elephants in Thailand are all giving civets
competition for dollars from the rich
and curious. When the roast comes from
beans that were legitimately refined by
animal, digestion does shift the flavor
profile.
How fermentation affects aroma
precursors in general is still not well understood. Amino acids differ for washedversus dry-processed coffees. But is it
because of when and how germination
happens? Or is it the result of whether
fermentation is aerobic or anaerobic? One
line of inquiry has looked at how the onset of germination may determine flavors
later. Another hypothesis being tested is
that fermentation matters most. Both occur at different times depending on the
method being considered. For example,
washed techniques result in a faster onset
of germination that shuts down quickly,
whereas with natural this happens more
slowly and takes longer to begin.
Fermentation with natural processing can take up to three weeks. After an
initial bacterial phase, yeast populations
take over with molds being most active
as cherries are dried. “All these microbial populations each have an effect and
change the flavor profile depending on
how much you allow them to work on
the pulp,” explains Mario FernandezAlduenda, a coffee consultant pursuing a
doctorate in food science.
Analytical reports by Q-rated tasters of beans processed conventionally

